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VOICE

Life was a great big house all filled with toys,
I bear the trials of every weary day,

Waiting for some little girls and boys,
For I know they all must fade a way,
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Life is a cottage humble, poor and small.
I close a door and leave them all behind.
But and

love has entered there, and love is all I'll find.

CHORUS

Baby feet go pitter patter 'cross my floor,
Tell me folks, what else could matter any.
more,

When Baby fingers go a-

muss ing through my hair

Let the

World go on a fuss ing, I should care.

When I come

back from town,

They meet me by the gate. They greet me.
with the love I've hungered for. If I'm not in Heaven, then I'm right next door.

When Baby feet go patter patter across my floor... Baby floor...
Another
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Here am I
Broken Hearted

By B. G. De Sylva,
Lew Brown and
Ray Henderson

Chorus:
There she is—My old gal—And there he is—my old gal—and here am I—

Broken hearted—Miss in May—His in June—

She for-got—merry soon—And here am I—broken hearted—
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